
SP211R Exam 4

Exam policies and guidelines:

• This exam is a solo effort, so do not share or discuss physics with anyone except me during
the exam, and afterwards: no discussion of any physics with anyone who hasn’t taken the
exam yet.

• The standard calculator is the TI36XPro. You may use a different one with similar func-
tionality, but you may only use one calculator.

• Calculator, equation sheet, writing utensils, supplied paper, a drink. That’s it! All else away
in your bag (notebooks, laptops, tablets, cellphones and smartwatches).

• Numbers in the problems are stated simply, but your answers need to be good to within 2%.
Some problems might be symbol only.

• Problems are graded for partial credit and for quality of documentation.

Before moving on to the exam problems on the next page, write in your
own hand and sign the statement as it appears below,:

“The Naval Service I am a part of is bound by honor and integrity.
I will not compromise our values by giving or receiving

unauthorized help on this exam.”

Sign your written statement.
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(1) ----- Topic 17 ----- Starting from rest, a 7 kg block is pulled up a “20◦ above horizontal”
frictionless ramp. The pull comes from a rope that is pitched up 15◦ relative to the ramp. The
magnitude of the tension force from the rope is a constant 30 N.

• Using an energy approach, compute the block’s speed after sliding 6 m along the ramp.

(2) ----- Topic 18 ----- A projectile of mass 7 kg is launched straight up from ground level
with a speed of 40 m/s. The projectile reaches a maximum height of 60 m.

• What was the rise in thermal energy during the projectile’s ascent?

(3) ----- Topic 19 ----- A 50 kg block is pulled along a level hallway at a constant velocity
of 4 m/s to the right. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the floor is 0.3 .
The rope that pulls the block is directed 20◦ above horizontal.

• Using N2L, compute the magnitude of the tension force.

• What is the power associated with the rope’s tension?

(4) ----- Topic 20 ----- A relaxed spring with spring constant 5 N/m hangs from the ceiling.
At the bottom hanging end of the spring, you attach A 0.3 kg block and you hold the block so the
spring stays relaxed. You release and the block drops as the spring stretches.

• Using an energy approach, determine the speed of the block after it has dropped 0.4 m.

(5) ----- Topic 21 ----- A yoyo of mass 0.07 kg hangs from the bottom end of a string (the
top end of the string is attached to a support above). The string length from the support to the
yoyo’s center is 1.2 m .

Keeping the string lightly taut (no string sag), you gently pull the yoyo along its circular arc until
the string is horizontal. From there, you release and the yoyo swings back and forth completing
semi-circles endlessly (this is the ideal case where no thermal energy is generated).

• At the instants the yoyo passes through its lowest point, what is the string’s tension?


